Why China’s Official Gold Reserve Announcement is A Lie.
Hello Crew,
Happy Saturday. I couldn’t let the announcement yesterday go without saying
something. Here is what I put together for us.
It has been over 24 hours since China announced its updated official gold reserves are now
1,658 metric tonnes and my monetary Tourette’s has finally subsided. I am no longer blurtingout mile-long strings of profanity, punching walls or screaming at the never-ending stream of
dim-witted drivers and pedestrians who seem hell-bent on becoming hood ornaments for the
chrome grille on my truck. Clearly, I am still irritated but I am no longer feeling like the Hulk
looking for things to smash… for the most part; my kids, however, are still hiding from Dad.
“Don’t worry, Guys. Someone just lied to Daddy, and you guys know how I feel about liars. I’ll
be fine - just go and watch some Netflix for now.”
Here’s the deal, folks; the new official number is an insult to anyone in the industry (and half a
brain) and proof that even the Chinese know that most Westerners won’t even notice or
care. The thing that is most disturbing is that I know they are right about the latter. It seems
the ‘sheeple’ really are lost. In this piece I hope to give confidence, and supporting evidence,
for those of us in this ‘camp’ that this announcement is a bold-faced lie and why they have
many reasons to lie about the new official number… for now.
The first item (let’s call this one ‘Exhibit A’) is the announcement last year by the head of the
Chinese Gold Association & Party Member that China’s official reserve target is 8,500mt.

If we are to believe he was telling the truth, then this recent announcement flies in direct
contrast to Song Xin’s statement. Has China’s gold reserve objective radically changed? I
seriously doubt it. Let’s do a little loose math here:
New Official Stated Reserves – Six Year Old Official Reserve of 1049mt = Increase of 609mt or
101.5mt/a.
At their current ‘official’ rate of accumulation it would take them 67.4 years to reach their
target. Now, we all know the Chinese are legendary in their implementation of long-term
strategies, but none of the people implementing this 67 year plan would be around to see
it. Does that make sense? Are the Chinese really that altruistic? Their human rights records
suggests otherwise.
Let’s now take a look at some simpler math (Exhibit B): The Chinese openly state that they are
the world’s largest producer of gold. They state that they have increased their mining since
2007 to a whopping 451.8mt in 2014. That is a 67% increase! They now state that they have
official gold reserves in the ground, to be mined, in excess of 9,816.03mt. Here is a slide from a
China Gold Association (CGA) presentation given on June 25, 2015:

Let’s now examine the net inflows of gold into China (Exhibit C). After the price of gold crashed
in late 2011 & 2012, the net inflows into Hong Kong went ballistic from a historical
perspective. See the charts below.

It also appears that buying intensified through 2014 and into early 2015.

Here is another chart which suggests the official numbers contrasted against several other
reports are not congruent:

So, Exhibit A suggests that the Chinese want to substantially increase their gold holdings by a
factor of nearly 8X. Exhibit B suggests that that they have dramatically increased their mining
capabilities. Exhibit C suggests that there has been a massive increase of gold deliveries into
China since the global financial crisis in 2008, (consider this point when analyzing the role of the
AIIB).
How are they able to report such a paltry increase in their official reserves when such a
damning body of evidence exists? It’s simple, they are lying.
What they are not stating is the amount of gold held by Chinese Sovereign Wealth
Funds. These are still Chinese owned, just not part of their official PBOC reserves.
The real question is, of course, “Why are they lying?”

The answer to this is far more interesting to me, and should be to you as well. We all know that
Western inventories resemble Old Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard. The COMEX now has only 10%
of what it had in January of 2013. See the charts below.

The Chinese are clearly buying everything ‘gold’ that they can. Unfortunately, it seems there is
little to be purchased in cast bars anymore. Some would think that that means the price should
now sky-rocket. Nope. Quite the contrary, I say. Remember where gold comes from. Yep, you
guessed it: the ground.
So, it would appear that the Chinese are still in accumulation mode, except this time it is the
resources and mines that are willing to sell equity or their resources altogether. They have
been pretty good at keeping this quiet, but as they say, “A secret is something you tell one
person at a time.”

Additionally, China just announced a 100billion Yuan ($16.1b USD) investment fund to search
for new gold deposits. It would seem the ‘pickings’ are starting to decline. See below.

Here is the summary, my friends: the price of gold will begin its inevitable assentation when
China has purchased everything it wants and, likely, not a day before that. It has already
bought all of the bullion it can. It has been on a mine buying frenzy for several years now and
must have set up its new fund as a result of not being able to buy anymore existing
resources. This fits with comments I overheard from resource juniors and producers at the
PDAC conference in 2014. Vendors were not happy about the amount of Chinese activity in the
market. There is a sentiment of distrust and frustration. I cannot fully understand the distrust,
but I can appreciate how maddening it must be to sell in a depressed market to people who had
no skin in bringing these projects to the market.
My advice is to do EXACTLY what the Chinese are doing. Buy the bullion for capital
preservation, as you can afford, and look for good companies to sell later, or receive a revenue
stream, when the mania phase arrives.
In the meantime, relax. Of course… I am actually trying to calm myself down, too.
I think I will now go and tell the children that Daddy’s okay now.
Have a fantastic night.
Best Regards,
B

